
Fastset® Musicians/DJ Utility Table Instructions and Care 
 

Warnings: 
 

 Maximum weight limit 150lbs of evenly distributed weight.  

 Never sit or stand on table. This will cause damage to the product 
that is not covered under warranty and the table could collapse or tip 
over causing you to fall. 

 Visually check that all 4 locking buttons are properly and equally 
positioned in the set holes before placing objects on the table. 

 
Failure to comply with these warnings could result in serious personal 
injury or property damage. 

 
To Set Up the Table: 
 
Position the table on end and pull on the cross leg to release the leg system from 
the locked position. Using your foot to steady the table, pull on the cross leg first 
in an outward motion and then in an upward motion until the set buttons lock into 
position on both leg pairs. Then “roll” the table onto the leg system and set to 
desired height (see below). 
 
To Adjust the Height of the table: 
 
With your foot on the cross leg, squeeze the release handle and raise or lower 
the table to the desired height setting. Repeat the process for each side of the 
table. Important: Before placing objects on the table, confirm that the table is 
level and that the locking buttons are properly engaged. 
 
To Collapse the Table: 
 
First lower one side of the table to the fully collapsed position, without bending 
over, tilt the opposite side of the table upward & toward you while squeezing the 
release handle. This will cause the leg system to partially collapse. Now push the 
legs into the table top until they “click” into the locked position. Your table is now 
ready for transport and storage. 
 
To Care for your Table: 
 
Use a mixture of mild soap and water to clean your table and immediately wipe 
dry with a soft towel. Store your table in a dry, cool, room temperature 
environment. Avoid prolonged exposure to excessive heat (such as in the trunk 
of a car). Avoid direct sunlight. Excessive heat and direct sunlight could cause 
the table top to warp or bow. 
 

To learn more visit us on the web at www.fastsetusa.com 
 

Fastset® is a registered trademark of Fast Set Supports, LLC 

http://www.fastsetusa.com/

